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Chrome Silver Spray Size and Info. 

To quickly find this spray on our website, just search for the SWM part number listed. Alternatively, 

browse find it directly at  swiftsupplies.com.au/weicon-chrome-silver-spray-400ml 

 

Part Number Container Size 

SWM000155B01V0001 400ml 

 

Overview 

Chrome Silver Spray is a very easy to use spray 

paint. This high quality metal spray is 

manufactured by Weicon in Germany and is 

used to create bright, high gloss surfaces 

coatings on a diverse range of materials.  

 

It is most commonly used for recoating and 

restoring old, worn or dull metal parts but is also 

widely used in the DIY, lighting, building, 

construction, automotive and marine industries. 

 

Our Weicon Chrome Silver Spray is 

manufactured with very high purity aluminium 

pigment flakes. These are about 99.5% pure 

which allows them to provide long lasting 

performance.  

 

The spray is also made with a natural resin 

binder and adheres well to almost all metals as 

well as many other materials and surface types. 

 

This metal spray is not designed to be painted 

over. It’ll be dust dry about 10 minutes after 

application and should be fully hardened around 

4 hours after being applied (these may vary a bit 

depending on environmental conditions. No 

topcoat is required. 

Key Specifications 

Colour 
Aluminium (High Gloss, 
Semi-Reflective Finish) 

Max. Temperature 400°C 

App. Area Indoors 

Pigment Flaky Aluminium 

Consumption 
150ml/m² (avg.) 
@ 1.5 Cross Coats 

 

Our Anti-Corrosion & Surface Coating Sprays & Liquids Range. 

This is just one spray in our large (and growing) of rust protection, anti-corrosion and surface protection 

sprays & liquids. We stock a range of solutions for everything from loosening seized fittings and 

neutralizing rust through to products for preventing corrosion and removable protective coatings 

cleaners. You can browse our range at swiftsupplies.com.au/anti-corrosion-surface-coating/ 
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